Optical Mapping is an emerging technology for constructing ordered restriction maps of DNA molecules 1, 2, 3]. The underlying computational problems for this technology have been studied and several cost functions have been proposed in recent literature. Most of these propose combinatorial models; one of them also presents a probabilistic approach. However, it is not a priori clear as to how these cost functions relate to one another and to the underlying problem. We present a uniform framework for the restriction map problems where each of these various models is a speci c instance of the basic framework. We achieve this by identifying the following approaches to the ordered restriction map problem: (1) using data consensus or agreement, and, (2) optimizing a characteristic function of the data. Our framework also opens up the possibility of exploring other cost functions. An additional feature is that we not only integrate the combinatorial models but also analyze the probabilistic model within the same framework. Finally, we indicate the open problems by including a survey of the best known complexity results for these problems.
Introduction
The Human Genome Project aims to determine the entire sequence of Human DNA and to extract genetic information from it. In this context an important step is to build restriction maps of portions of the DNA 4] . A restriction enzyme cleaves or cuts a DNA molecule at some xed site called the restriction site. An ordered restriction map speci es the location of these identi able markers or restriction sites along a DNA molecule. A microscope-based technique called Optical Mapping 1, 2, 3] is a very promising emerging technology for rapid production of ordered restriction maps. We present a uniform framework for the ordered restriction map problems. In this process, we identify two approaches to the ordered restriction map problem: (1) using data consensus or agreement, and, (2) optimizing a characteristic function of the data. Various computational 1 problems proposed in 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] , turn out to be instances of problems in this uniform framework. Our framework also opens up the possibility of exploring other cost functions. Also, an interesting consequence has been the analysis of a general probabilistic approach 8] in the context of this combinatorial framework. While most of these problems turn out to be inapproximable as shown in the survey (Section 6), it is important to bear in mind that the hardness proofs are for the problems in their total generality. In real life, the data arise from a well-controlled (benevolent) process. For instance the Exclusive Binary Flip Cut has been shown to be MAX SNP-hard 9], but a dense instance 1 , which the real data satis es, has a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) 6].
We conclude the paper with a brief survey of the known complexity results and open problems. Organization of the paper. In Section 2, we give an informal introduction to the problem. Section 3 discusses the data consensus/agreement approach. Section 4 discusses the characteristic alignment approach. Section 5 presents the analysis of a general probabilistic approach. Section 6 presents a survey of related work.
The Ordered Restriction Map Problem
We will de ne the problem informally as follows. Let us view this as a game played by Ann and John. John has a string S, of length n, of 0's and 1's. He makes m copies of this string and, using some process, alters the m copies in some controlled manner.
John assures Ann that the number of these alterations is not very large. Now, this altered set of m strings, called the data set, is made available to Ann and she is required to guess the original string S John started with. Ann makes a (reasonable) guess by providing an S 0 . The problem that Ann solves is the Ordered Restriction Map problem.
Let us now look at the (reasonable) alterations John can make.
1. False Positives: John can change some 0's to 1's in the m copies. But he must assure Ann that the number of such changes is very small. In practice, these may be due to actual false cuts or due to errors in the pre-processing stage.
2. False Negatives: John can change some 1's to 0's in the m copies. But he must assure Ann that the number of such changes is no more than mc j for each column j. (1 ? c j ) = p j is the digestion rate of the experiment or the minimum number of 1's required for a column j to be designated a consensus site 2 . 3. Spurious Molecules: John can throw out some, say k, molecules from this data set and throw in k random strings of 0's and 1's in its place.
In practice, some \bad" molecules get into the sample population; these need to be invalidated and not used in the map computation. 4. Sizing Errors: John moves the positions of some 1's in a small neighborhood, that is, for some > 0, he can move the position of a 1 in the molecule at j to anywhere between j ? and j + .
This corresponds to the possible sizing errors of the fragments. The input data does not depict the location of restriction sites accurately because of the error inherent in measuring the lengths of fragments that remain after digestion by the restriction enzyme. Thus a 1 at some site in the molecule might in fact signal a restriction site in one of its neighbors. This fuzziness is the result of coarse resolution and discretization, other experimental errors, or errors in preprocessing the data prior to constructing physical maps such as in the image processing phase.
5. Orientation Uncertainties: John ips some of the strings: if s = x 1 x 2 : : :x n?1 x n is a string with x i = 0 or 1; i = 1; 2; : : :; n, the ipped string is x n x n?1 : : :x 2 x 1 .
When the molecule is laid out on a surface, the left-to-right or right-to-left order is lost. However, the orientation information may be given in the data (using a more elaborate chemical protocol) with a vector arm on one xed side of the molecule 1]. The model can view this as a consensus cut site at one end of the map. Notwithstanding this, there is a non-zero probability of the orientation of the molecule being still unknown. 6. Missing Fragments: John can remove some fragments of the string (the substring between two 1's). This corresponds to fragments that get washed away during the experiment, which is common for BAC DNA, although not for cosmids and DNA 8].
The correspondence of the Ann and John game to the Ordered Restriction Map problem is as follows: a string is a molecule, the length of the string corresponds to the number of sites on each molecule, the 1's in the string refer to cuts and the 0's refer to no-cuts at that site. The string S is called the map, and the 1's on S are the consensus cuts. The changes that John makes correspond to the various experimental and/or pre-processing inaccuracies that creep in at various stages.
Ann is required to produce an S 0 that gives an alignment of the molecules that optimizes a cost function. Alignment of the rows/molecules refers to assignment of the following: A map is an n-length string that designates each site as a consensus cut site or not.
Circular Ordered Restriction Map Problem. If John take the string S and glues the two free ends producing a \seamless" ring, the corresponding problem is the circular DNA problem.
In this version John makes m altered rings (instead of linear molecules as in the previous case) available to Ann. The seamlessness refers to Ann not having any information about where John glued the ends. The problems in the linear version also appear in the circular con guration and we do not explicitly categorize any of these in the rest of the paper.
The Cost of an alignment is a function (measure) of the alignment which we optimize. This paper explores various forms of \reasonable" cost functions. Recall that a 1 in S 0 at location j implies that there are at least mp j 1's in the aligned data set in column j. For the rest of the paper let mp j = c j , that is c j is the minimum number of 1's required in column j for it to be a consensus cut column.
3 Consensus/Agreement with data This approach uses the mutual agreement between the molecules to obtain an alignment of the molecules and a map. There are two views to this: one uses an explicit hypothesis and the other does not. We will discuss these views in the next two sections, and show that the latter is a particular case of the former.
Consensus/Agreement with a Hypothesis
Let hypothesis H have K restriction sites each at location l k ; k = 1; 2; : : :K. As the location of a site is not exact, assume that it has a distribution G j () about the correct location l j in H, with standard deviation j . Further assume that given H and a molecule i with some xed alignment, we can designate every cut site in the molecule as true or false. A true site will correspond to l j of H, for some j, at a distance d j from it, and, a false site will have no such correspondence. For an alignment of the rows/molecules de ne the following:
(number of true sites in molecule i at l);
(number of false sites in molecule i at l): (2) Let F = P j F j . Then M, the match for an alignment with hypothesis H is de ned as
and the problem is to maximize M. f() and g() are \suitable" functions on the number of true and false sites respectively at a location j, depending on whether j is a consensus cut site or not in the hypothesis H. An alternate form of M can be obtained by de ning functiong() on F instead of F j in equation (3).
Agreement with a hypothesis uses the following optimization function:
Properties of functions f j () and g j ()
Note that by their usage, f j ; g;g : f0; 1; 2; : : :; mg ! R. What must be the conditions on f j () and g j () (org j ()) so that the \mutual agreement" of the molecules (or data) is not violated?
1: f j (x) < f j (y); 8x < y; and x; y c j : 2: g j (x) g j (y); 8x > y; and x; y c j : 3: g j (x) > f j (x); 8x < c j ; 4: g j (x) < f j (x); 8x > c j :
The rst condition states that the \agreement" must steadily increase with increase in matches, else it violates it; the second condition has the same spirit. These conditions ensure that a consensus cut column at j has at least c j 1's. Hence one can see that the cost functions can be \designed" using the constants c j 's (or probability p j 's) by de ning appropriate f j () and g j () that satisfy the above conditions.
Let G j have a very small j ; 8l. This leades to the idealized version of the problem, where the location of a site is supposed to be exact; thus the molecules can be represented as a string of Proof: Under these conditions, every column (irrespective of the alignments of the rows) can either be or not be a consensus cut column without a ecting the cost. If f j (x) = x+ , for some > 0, then the cost function is always A + n where A is the number of 1's in the input matrix and n is the number of columns. (Note that this is not true if the functions are not linear since h(a + b) 6 = h(a) + h(b) where h() is not a linear function.) 2 Table 1 lists these problems and the forms of f() and g() and Figure 1 plots these functions for convenience. It is interesting to note that problems with linear f() such as EBFC, BFC and others gives rise to inapproximable combinatorial problems 9]. However, attempting to simplify the cost function trivializes the problem as shown in Lemma 1.
Consensus/Agreement without (explicit) hypothesis
In this approach, we take d molecules, and solve the problem exhaustively: we take all possible d sets from the m molecules and get an alignment of all molecules. The approach is summarized 
Notice that A X and D X incorporate all the errors being modeled. 
where T j represents the number of cuts at the position l in that con guration.
Proof: Consider a con guration. The number of matches per column is ? T j d . We need to maximize this over all the columns, hence the result. Similarly the other cost function where the cost is The plots of the f j (x) and g j (x) functions for the di erent problems using the consensus/agreement criterion. f j (x) is the increasing function in all plots. g j (x) is the decreasing function in (b) and the horizontal line in the others. In each case, c j is given by the zero of the polynomial f j (x) ? g j (x). (To create the plots certain values of m were assumed; since the purpose of these plots is to indicate the shape of these curves, we skip the other details that are not vital to the study of these function.) An interesting starting point is to assume that Wt(e) is constant for all edges and then nd the minimum number of ips required to get a consistent graph. This is called the Consistency Graph Problem 9] . We make the following observations about a graph in this context. Lemma 3 For an inconsistent triplet of vertices (edges), exactly one edge can be ipped to make it consistent and that edge can be any one of the three.
These observations may be useful in designing (approximate) algorithms to solve the problem. 
Optimizing discrepancy
De ne a discrepancy d j , between a column j and its conjugate j as the di erence in the number of 1's between the column j and j, given an alignment. Now, di erent cost functions can be de ned based on d j . Note that discrepancy is meaningful only in the context of EBFC problems.
1. EBFC min;max : Obtain an alignment and a map that minimizes the maximum of the individual (j = 1,2, : : :, n/2) discrepancies. Note that this attempts to concentrate the 1's in the consensus cut columns. 2. EBFC max;min : Obtain an alignment and a map that maximizes the minimum of the individual (j = 1,2, : : :, n/2) discrepancies. Note that this attempts to distribute the 1's as evenly as possible. 3. EBFC max;max , EBFC min;min : These can be de ned in the same spirit but do not appear to be interesting values and the functions are very simple to compute. 4. EBFC min; : Obtain an alignment and a map that minimizes the sum of the discrepancies. 5. EBFC max; : Obtain an alignment and a map that maximizes the sum of the discrepancies. It is interesting to note that this satis es the consensus/agreement criterion as the associated f j (x) and g j (x) functions satisfy the conditions discussed in Section 3.1.1. It can be veri ed that EBFC max (A-6) attains its optima at the same alignment as EBFC (thus these two problems are identical).
Bounding Alignment Errors
Another class of problems is where we seek to obtain an alignment when the number of molecules that show the error is bounded by a xed number, say . Let I f denote the number of molecules that are ipped 4 , let I s denote the number of molecules that have missing fragments and let I p denote the number of spurious molecules in an alignment. Thus I f < and so on for the optimal alignment. To retain consistency of notation we call these problems BFC <I , BSC <I and BPC <I when in the alignment I f , I s or I p respectively are at most . One can also envisage problems where multiple errors are being handled simultaneously. Note that all these problems also appear in the circular ordered restriction map problem.
The underlying chemical process that gives rise to the restriction map problem is fairly accurate and it is assumed that only a small percentage of error (orientation uncertainty or missing fragments or spurious molecules) creeps into the process. Hence these cost functions are meaningful.
Characteristic Optimization Table 2 : Classi cation of problems using the optimization of a characteristic of an alignment. We will analyze this model in the context of our framework.
We will not attempt to give a complete de nition and description of the proposed model here.
The reader is advised to look at 8] for notations and other details.
At the heart of the model is the following de nition (equation (1) 
Under the assumption that, when a molecule is matched against a hypothesis, the alignments that do not match give a very low probability, that is P jk 0, L corresponds to M of equation (4) . Now, to understand how this function behaves, consider the special case where G l has a constant Now, based on our framework, we suggest a possible modi cation that explicitly models the digestion rates p j 's.
1. Modeling the false cut at di erent locations separately, and, 2. Using a term k j 1 that ensures that the digestion rate is at least p j ; 0 < p j 1.
For clarity, we skip the subscript j of k j , p j in the rest of the discussion. Now equation (13) 
where F l = (number of molecules that have a false site at l);
and, g(y) = y ln ky M ? 1 : (20) k is such that g(x) < f(x); for x > pM:
(21) Figure 3 shows a plot of the functions f() and g() for di erent values of k.
This concludes the analysis of the probabilistic model in our framework. 
Complexity Results
In this section we review the known complexity of the problems discussed in the previous sections. The complexity of the remaining problems is unknown at the time of writing this paper.
7 Conclusion
This paper presents a uniform framework to model problems arising from the emerging Optical Mapping technology in constructing ordered restriction maps. The attempt has been to integrate di erent approaches and problem formulations proposed in recent literature in this area, and to link the cost functions proposed in these approaches to one another and to the underlying problem.
We identify two main approaches to the ordered restriction map problem, one involving the use of a consensus or agreement method, and the other optimizing a characteristic function of the data. We use this to develop a framework where each of these models for the restriction map problem becomes a speci c instance of the basic framework we propose. Interestingly, we have been able to encompass the combinatorial approaches with the probabilistic approach, all within the same framework. Finally, we have indicated the open problems by including a survey of the best known complexity results for these problems.
The availability of this framework opens up the possibility of exploring other cost functions, other variants of the problem and new approaches to solving these problems.
